Cisco WebEx for
Government from Verizon
Empower your workforce with the tools to collaborate
and communicate while keeping costs under control
Your stakeholders may not work in the same office, but they need to work together as if
they do. You need a solution that offers audio and video communication, as well as the
ability to share data in real time.
Cisco WebEx for Government from Verizon helps you hold more productive meetings
— from any device, virtually anywhere in the world. Because WebEx for Government is
cloud-based you also benefit from flexible integration and predictable costs. You also get
enterprise-grade security to help keep your meetings private.

Collaboration is vital to keeping
your organization running. The
latest conferencing services
help your dispersed teams do
just that. But not every solution
is the same.

Keep your meetings
on track

Collaborate virtually
anywhere, on any device

Virtual meetings help your remote teams conduct more effective

Empower your people to join meetings from any device, whether it’s

meetings — participants can share documents in real-time. Our

from a regular phone, smartphone, a desktop or tablet. WebEx for

solution also makes it easier to manage the meeting once it starts

Government connects all participants, employees, other agency workers

thanks to features like an integrated list of meeting attendees,

and external contractors. Now you can effectively collaborate with

participant dial back and active speaker icons.

anyone, virtually anywhere in the world.

WebEx for Government is
SM
FedRAMP authorized. Gain
a cost-effective and reliable
approach for the adoption and
use of cloud services by U.S.
government agencies.

Leverage your existing
PBX for end-to-end
conferencing
WebEx for Government pairs Verizon’s global IP network with
Cisco’s Cloud Collaboration solutions, so you benefit from an

Scalable, predictable cost
management
With WebEx for Government, you can add connections to your solution
as and when your agency needs them — scale up as and when you need
to.

end-to-end solution. With WebEx CCA you can use your on-

It also helps you manage your budget by removing standard bridging

premise IP telephony network to provide integrated audio for

charges — you connect directly to Cisco’s WebEx audio bridge. And it

WebEx Meetings.

provides toll-free or local phone number access for participants.

Our solution also provides toll and toll-free numbers, and gives
attendees the option to connect using Voice over IP (VoIP)
outstanding audio quality, even over low-bandwidth networks,

FedRAMP authorized

with wideband audio support for VoIP.

Gain a FedRAMP authorized, cost-effective, secure approach for the

via their computers’ built-in audio capability. You’ll experience

adoption and use of cloud collaboration services. By standardizing
security controls and processes, the FedRamp program can deliver a

Key benefits:

cost effective solution with an accelerated implementation. You can be

• Provide an exceptional user experience with integrated audio,
video and web conferencing across any type of device.

confident in the security of the cloud technologies you’re using. To learn
more about FedRAMP, visit fedramp.gov.

• Extend investments in existing infrastructure and simplify IT
management by transparently adding audio conferencing into
existing data and voice infrastructure.
• Scale conferencing capabilities to more users, stay current
with advanced features, and reduce complexity with upgrades
delivered quickly and automatically from the Cisco Collaboration
Cloud.

Cloud Connected Audio (CCA)
capitalizes on Verizon’s SIP
connections and Cisco’s FedRAMP
CCA/Webex to help control your
audio conferencing costs.

• Predict monthly budgets with ports-based pricing, and control
costs by eliminating PSTN transport and termination charges for
on-net users.

Learn more.
For more information about
how Cisco WebEx for
Government from Verizon
can help you, please contact
your account representative
or visit
Federal.MeetwithEase.Com
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